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our Candidates On Soap-Box Tonight
Their Hats In Mayoralty Ring I Shifts Support |geven O'clock Zero Hour
itstanding Musicians
11
^
On Garcelon Battlefield
Make Last Appearance ■■■——■■ *
L

Bartlett, Eaton, Wright Announce Platforms,
As Curtis Withdraws In Eleventh Hour
To Support Rodgers, Senior Entry

And Leon Will Be Among Seniors
To Appear In Spring Concert
Tomorrow Evening

Better speeches will be made,
throats will rasp as soap boxes bear
the brunt, and waving hands will create a bit of gusto when mayoralty
candidates of 1937, "Painter" Eaton,
"C M G." Wright. "Phantom' Bartlett. and "Brains" Curtis, who decided at 11:30 last night to throw his
support in with "Zeus" Rodgers, of
ficially begin their campaign tonight
at 7:00 o'clock on Garcelon Field. Voting will take place in the Chapel on
Saturday. The inauguration will be

o ring Concert by the Bates Musical Clubs, to be held
The
, | ^morrow night, May 20, at 8:00 o'clock, will be the
jlheCW
nce of several of Bates' outstanding soloists.
Lt concert F" i and, .„_,,.
Walter
(III <**-■*"
[Harriett Durkee
,aVe delighted campus audiJ!;;th their well kno^-n selections
P* I
fm.r vears at college, as

Walt/, of the Flowers, Tschaikowsky
The Guard Mount
Bizet
Orphic Orchestra

Butk
Sunset
Arne
land Cl^ral Societies who have When Daisies Pied
.filed a .treat deal to the musiContralto Solo—Mary Vernon
• Ifc of the school,
inrprogran, i^ under the d.recuon Song of India .... Rimsky-Korsakofl
Spanish Dance
Moszkowsk.
L Jrof Seldon T. Crafts and conClarinet Solo—Eleanor Cook 40
LTd nom solo and group numiS£
* de«P««i t,» pteaws everyone. A 150 Psalm
Mascagni
fcJ'the concert will be the "Ave Ave Maria

"Painter" Eaton
for a colorful campaign
(Curtis. Wright Photos by Staff
Photogrpher)

Joe Haymes' Swing Band
Tomlinson, Robinson, Metz,
For Commencement Hop
Sutcliffe Chosen Speakers
Joe Haymes. the noted swing band
William Metz, president of the
class of 37; Ernest Robinson, president of the Debating Council; Denham
Sutcliffe, Rhode Scholar; and Muriel
Tomlinson. Phi Beta Kappa member,
will be the four Commencement Day
speakers at the graduation exercises,
it was decided Monday.
Eight candidates, chosen
trom
among the honors students. Ph. Beta
Kappa students, and members of the
Debating Council, were invited to
compete for the speakerships in trials
hold at the Little Theatre on Monday
afternoon.
The contestants were
judged by Dr. Wright and Professors
Robinson. Chase and Quimby.
The topics of the speeches to be delivered, all of which will be original.
have not yet b«en announced by the
four seniors.

leader, will bring his orchestra from
Prof. A. Bertocci
the famous Village Nut Club in New
City, to play at Commencement
Writes For June York
Hop in Chase Hall, the evening of
the fourteenth.
Issue, Harper's June
The orchestra, which is made up of

Curtis Starts
New Duties
On June 1
New Alumni Secretary Succeeding Nelson; Aids

Film Work

John A. Curtis, a graduate of Bates
in the class of '33. will assume his
duties as Alumni Secretary and Chase
Hall Director on June 1
j„. .». who reNelgon> J.
ceeds James Nelson,
signed last November to accept r»0£
1£JT*£. ^^ nTg?!-— - *—- to accept , £
Mayor °i •*■■
,
u„ition in the Sales Department of the
up his six guns and sombrero when he American Oil Company.
entered this haven in '34. Max feelthat he is fully qualified to dispense
with the duties of so .1 ustnousan
office. True, he has not succumbed
to the wiles of ether nor to the l,nguistic call of the debating council as
his opponents have. Yet Max is fully
supplied to cope with the problemsi of
his job. His party promises a «an
paign in which no mud slinging Will
! be tolerated ..."

held Monday night.
The first speaker will be Max Eaton
•88, managed by "Cotton" Hutch.nson 1
•38, who says: "Max E.iton. the peo- |

all star players, has been a prime
The problems of an Italian immifavorite over the radio net work durgrant in this country is the theme of ing the past year as well as a favorProfessor Angelo B. Bertocci's article
ite of the socialites of New York.
entitled "My Italian Mother", which
Joe Haymes is nationally known as
is appearing in the June issue of Har- an arranger, and many of his originSENIORS AWAKE:
per's Magazine. It is the first literary
al novelties will add to the fun of the
article by Professor Bertocci to be
Seniors finally burst forth with a
evening.
candidate late yesterday afternoon
published.
Last year Haymes and his orches- when Donald Welch '37 announced
The sketch, which is primarily a
character analysis of Professor Ber- tra played at several colleges, includ- Umt Walter Rodgers. "Plato's latest
esciple." would join the other softtocci's mother, contains also an ac- ing Rhode Island State, University of
count of the struggles of a poor Ital- Vermont, and Tufts College. The pop- soapers in the 1937 W»dtr^
ian family to make a living and to l ularitv of the band increased at each paign. "Zeus" Rodgers made the fol
provide an education for their child- college, and it is believed that it is K£B statement to the OTLDhNT
ren, and is intended to give a true I the best orchestra ever to be contrac- -After four years of part.c.pat on in
John A. Curtis
picture of the Italian life fast disap- ted for a dance at Bates.
student activities on campus. 1 bepearing in this country.
Chase Hall will be entwined with lieve that with your support we may
Mr. Curtis will bring to the campus
Although this is the first prose lit- ivy for the evening, and alumni and ogether elevate certain fundamental
his wife, the former Evelyn Rolfe 33.
evfls
and
render
favorable
construcerary work of Professor Bertocci's to undergraduates will dance from nine
and his son. John Alden Curtis, Jr.,
be published, he has had poems print- to three o'clock in the morning. In- tive service to Bates, this beaufful born May 11. He plans to assist Mr.
ed in the "Personalist." and is to have vited guests are Dr. and Mrs. Pome- Uttte community of our, whose joy. Rowe with his commencement duties.
another in the July issue of "Spirit.
roy. Coach and Mrs. Morey, Dr. and and sorrows are shared by « aH.
Former Service In Y.M.C.A.
This summer he plans to work on Mrs. Leonard. Miss Hazel Clark, and Therefore, I pledge myself to tne
The annual Caseo Bay trip sponJest interest of the student body and
The new secretary comes to Bates
further sketches in the same field, Dr. and Mrs. Gray.
sored
by
the
Bates
Outing
Club
wffi
the Musical Clubs'
ask you to consider seriously the plat after a successful period of service
TV Centennial Singers, who will be featured in
begin at 8 a.m. on the morning of showing Italian Christmas and EasStaff Photo.
Tickets, which are five dollars per form which I have compounded after in the Department of Membership and
Concert tomorrow nignt
May 31st.
At this time a_ special ter customs.
couple, may be obtained from any careful consideration of the meta- Personnel Council in New England
Bra a
^
Bates train will leave for the Port
member of the committee, which conI Hub" and the "Angels' Serenade to Angels Serenade
physical and political concepts of our Y.M.C.A.'s. After graduating from
Bates Choral Society
land docks where one of the Casco
sists of Bernard Marcus, William Cofbe sung by the Choral Society with ,,
Bates, he was in Concord. N. H., for
T»
...
Coombs
Bay steamers will be waiting.
Her Rose
;
fin. William Hamilton, Augusta dn- Grecian forebears."
] Bute oktigato by Mary Chase '38.
a short time, then went to the Hunt^rw.inu«d on r»n« gggj
Walter Leon '37 and Men s Club
During
the
morning
the
steamer
ther
and
Katherine
Thomas.
The prujrram follows:
ington Branch of the Boston AssociaSpiritual—Bones a' Knittin',
will cruise around the Bay and a
IA Persian Market
Ketelby
tion. His work was well received.
arr. by Bartholomew
brief stop will be made at one of the
Sunrise ut S-a
Demarest
Recently he has been in Boston in
Men's Club
:S65 islands which are scattered about.
I Ballet Egyptienne
Uogaa
alumni field work, and has been maltLost Chord
Sullivan A stop for lunch will be made at LitOrphic Orchestra
ing contacts in secondary schools for
The outstanding summer conference
Alma Mater
Blake-Dav.s tle Chebeague Island, and softbali
Vocational Talk T»m»rro«
I Aria from Faust
Gounod
prospective students.
.
F< rl
offered
this
season
is
a
new
venture
rnnntluued on P»l"»
"'
i
1 Out of 1000
Bates Choral Society
Mr Walter Emerson of Lewiston
After his commencement work is
Baritone Solo—Walter Leon '37
combining Maqua for co-eds and the
Marita Dick '39 received word Mon_ will sneak on "Insurance Vocations
over, Mr. Curtis will engage in pro[EineKleine Fantasie ..'■• Hahocker
Northfield conference for college men. day afternoon that she has received
in Chase Hall music room Thursday. motional work among clubs and classSyrinx
Debussy
Camp O-At-Ka, on Lake Sabago. thir- the $450 George Bancroft scho arship
May 20. at 6:45 p. m. The talk « one es in behalf of the Alumni Fund. He
Flute Solo—Mary Chase '38
ty miles from Portland, has been se from the city of Worcester Award- of
a series on vocations being given will also assist in editing the "Alum• 'any Me Back to Old Virginny.
cured for the program lasting from ed annually to the most worthy candiunder the direction of Prof. Paul Bart- nus" and occasional small bulletins
Foster
date selected from applying college
June 14-21.
lett.
.,
of the Alumni Association.
De
Listen to the Lambs
"
Foremost leaders in student circles student residents of Worcester by a
Off Campus Meets
As photography is one of his hob
Centennial Trio—Edward Howard
committee
of
six,
the
scholarship
was
are to be active; Dean Thomas GraRev. M. Gerry Plummer, pastor of
•38. Valentine Wilson '38.'FrariK
cribes the opinion of about 90% of ham, of Oberlin College, and Dr. Y established by George Bancroft, the the Calvary Methodist Church, spoke bies, the Student Alumni Film Service
4 very great demand for Co-ed those answering the query on amount
will be taken up again with renewed
',. Koo,
Koo, w>ll
win 1 historian
Approximately 1000 stu
Cooper '40
u. successor to T. Z.
to the Off-Campus Men s Club at a
Dining, about 96* of the answers, of man-co-ed functions. «'G«ve the T W
Others giv-1 dents appiied for the fund this year
vigor.
conduct
daily
programs,
meeting
held
last
evening
on
the
suowas the most specific and one-s.dedre- men equal rights with the women
Welsch, Pampel Elected
Mr. Curtis plans to continue the
ject of "Air Castles". George Spencer,
queat disclosed by the survey circu- seems to be the sentiment. The girls ing regular discussion groups include
Marion Welsch '38 was elected pres- manager of Webb Wright, off-campus development of the social and recreDr Grace Loucks FJiott, whose recent
ited under the auspices, with the co- have enough, and the men need one
talk on campus was enthusiastically ident and Dorothy Pampel «:**re- mayoralty entry, outlined his candi- ational program in Chase Hall, and
operation of the STUDENT, of the or more at least. (Activity in this
tary-treasurer of the Dance Club at
his background in Y.M.C.A.'s is esdate's platform.
B C A. Although there was some direction has already started-so get received. Norman Thomas, and Syl
a meeting held last evening.
pecially suited for this task.
vester
Carter,
Bates
'34.
Week-End
Guests
College Sing Successful
feeling that this was "just another
ready
for
it.
men.)
The
purpose
of
this
conference
has
Eight
campus
couples
will
be
the
Prominent When In Bates
survey" that would not do anything,
Nearly 100 students attended the
Other activities which received been built around satisfying the needs
Coming to Bates from Pittsfield,
actTn has already started to have
college sing held on the side of Mt guests of Luella Manter '39 at her
strong support-75* or ^ore-^ere of students who are sincerely desirous David Monday evening. So success- cottage on Messalonskee Lake next Mass.. High School after a year at
A permanent group of campus this feature adopted, (66* wanted t
of uniting to pool their best thinking
1
ful was the sing that C. A. sponsors week-end. In the group are: Helen Amherst, he was active in college.
leaders, primarily formed to coordin | at least once a month, and SO* wan- Outing Club Trips, Plays, and Lectures It is very interesting to note about issues of vital concern to them
are planning a second one for next Cary. Ruth Brown. Dorothy Adler. He was class president one year,
ate campus activities and to mould : ed it once a week) at least every two
of those answering
Roslyn MacNish, Priscilla McElroy. drum major of the band, was in musWednesday
evening at 9:15 o clock.
campus opinion into effective action. weeks. The general trend can be
Lois Philbrick. Phyllis Chase, Stanley
Tri
ties-Walker
MStSASg^l-*!.
Bates
campus,
then,
wh
ical organizations and 4A, took part
on
has been realized as the result of a# summed up in the reply "This would
In a simple ceremony performed by Wass, Gordon Gray. Thomas Reiner. in winter sports and track, was toast
meeting called last Wednesday eve- put the 'gentle' in front of Bates ^rXTSSSSSES arl mature, thinking student, would
William
Torrey.
John
Skelton,
Donald
Rev. Harry Rowe, Ruth Trites '35 and
t Continued on Pair* ■"■"
master on Ivy Day, and was on the
I "f by the Student Council. About Makes Men'."
£,£ was quite^ident that better
Robert Walker «86 were married in Casterline, Barclay Dorman, and "Mirror" Board.
'■"> men and women, including organ
Ninety per cent of the answers to modeTof selecting members than now
George
Plotica
'33.
the Chapel Saturday afternoon. The
Nation presidents and publication ed- question 19 (rough edges even after
Blessed Event
Sde WM attended by Miss Barbara
used could be adopted.
itors, attended.
we've been to college) were in short.
Walker, the groom's sister, and HowTeas
For
Men?
Last
Monday
morning was a mem_ Smvth 1$ Appointed
According to the preliminary regu- "For some fellows Bates is four
orable occasion for several members fcJ1"^"1 M
"J
„
ard Norman '35 was best man.
lations established for the new group years of rustication'." and "Mine have
Sawyer to Speak at Bangor
of the histology lab. and for one secby a Council committee, the chair- become much more apparent on my
Dr. William H. Sawyer, Jr.. profes- ond-hand member. An egg. secretly
The Varsity Club is giving an inmanship will be invested in the presi- quarter annual return to civilization.
he e .
th facts' 06% men did not formal dance. June 5, from eight un- sor of Botany, is scheduled to appear hidden in the incubator, was discovCharles Smyth '38 was named Busdent of the Student Council, who will And ten per cent resolve to the culttil eleven o'clock at Chase Hall, at before the Eastern Maine Alumm As- ered to be rocking furiously Sunday iness Manager of next year's "Mircall meetings as they may be needed.
sociation
in
Bangor
at
an
informal
night,
and
after
careful
examination
ural term "Nuts!" The remedy for tne
which t£ Bobcats will play
Each
ror." the college year-book, upon the
The new group, which is now form- situation most often suggested was wh0 went commented on the ieai,
member is allowed to bring one other tea Saturday afternoon. In the eve by "Dr." William' Spear and "Dr." recommendation of Donald Welch '37,
ulating a definite program of immed Co-ed Dining, and over and over
couple, provided that couple is either ning he will address a group of pros- Norman Kemp, it was decided defi- present holder of the position, at a
iately necessary projects, is the re- again the men's cry ran like this, By
pective students from Bangor and vi- nitely that a chicken would appear
an alumnus or a student at Bates.
meeting of the Publishing Association
sult of a suggestion made se"Veral having a little more emphasis laid on 3 men said they did not like them.
sometime the next day.
The committee consists of Max Ea- cinity.
held last Wednesday.
months ago by President Gray. who. etiquette such as dressing for dinner
Came
the
dawn,
and
at
9:00
a.
m..
Fire
Bells
Further facts disclosed by the *ur'39 Richard Preston '39. and John
Smyth, an off-campus student, is at
in speaking with the students at their not so we get to be pansies—just
"Curly"
Chick
popped
out
of
his
Fire bells summoned the co-eds of
we attend movies ,n Hutchi'nson '38. The chaperones will
veytclude:
shell.
The
"doctors"
entertained
first meeting, termed it "a significant gentlemen." A great many of the
present
a member of the Junior Body
iSriaton about every two weeks, de be Mr. and Mrs. David B. Morey, Dr. Rand Hall the other evening, to a
many doubts as to whether the chick
occasion."
men, joined with the women, .declared
„„ of the BOC and is serving as one of
f„dine in most cases upon the pic and Mrs. William B. Thomas, and Mr. surprise shower for Peg McKusick in would
live but by afternoon it was
,
live,
The idea of such a body, rejected that a course in "etta-kett" should be VZ !e go to formal affairs occashonor of her appoaching marriage to vwiilil
^ggering about its four by s.x inch the Assistant Business Managers of
Ue Spinks
ProfeSS r
and
Mrs.
Le«
°
by the last Student Council, was in- given, it was about half and half for oTaily an« among those we like best
Forrest Stone on Commencement af
A MVS Oliver F. Cutts are to be
I the 1937 year-book.
cage.
troduced to the present Council by compulsory, and voluntary.
ternoon in the Chapel.
'a ivy Hop, the Pop Concert, al- t^gSsTf the Varsity Club.
are,
"At present the only strictly male
Omar King '38. editor of the "Buf(GoatiaMd on F»a» *"0Brl
affair is Hygiene 101M" aptly desfoon."

B.O.C. Plans
For Casco Bay
Trip Announced

B. C. A. Summer
Conference Will
Meet At Sebago

Shots About Campus

"Etta-Kett" Requested
For Social Informality

Campus Leaders
Form Group For
Definite Action

Varsity Dance
To Be Informal

Manager 38 Mirror

3
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PAGES

Editor's Notes

The World Owes Me
"
As some 105 seniors are about to graduate from
Bates College to enter graduate schools or to work,
CALENDAR
the results of a survey, recently completed by the
Wednesday, May 19—
Investors Syndicate of Minneapolis, indicates that
3:30—Tennis vs. U. of M.; Garcelon
employment prospects for the 1937 graduating
Courts.
Bates professors are just as happy
classes are the best in seven years.
3:30—Baseball vs. Bowdoin; Garce- as students in seeing the summer vaEditor
(Tel. 8 4121)
John E. Leant '38
Engineering, business administration, teaching,
lon Field.
cation approach. It means they will
Managing Editor
Edward Fishman '38
4:30—La Petite Tea, Women's Un- be able to do what they haven't had
and
general
business
classifications
are
offering
(STUDENT Office Tel 4490)
ion Building.
an opportunity to do during the year.
employment in greatest volume, according to the
Assistants: William Torrey '38, Edward Rideout '39,
6:45—Mayoralty Campaign; Mt. Some are going to Europe, some to
Robert Rimmer '39, Donald Williams '39. Robert
survey, while law, journalism, and investment
David Field.
the mountains or woods, others to furHulsizer '40.
banking are near the foot of the list.
Thursday, May 20—
ther study, and a few to the rustic
. Ruland Martone '39
Newa Editor
(Tel. 8 3364)
These conclusions are based on analysis of ques3:30—Frosh Track vs. South Port- pursuits of gardening and farming.
Women's Editor ... (Tel. 3206)
Marion E. Welsch '38
land High; Garcelon Track. With their salary "fully half as large
. Samuel E. Leant '38 tionnaires returned by 218 leading colleges and
Sporte Editor
(Tel. 8-3363)
6:45—Mayoralty Campaign.
universities
which
account
for
nearly
half
the
as a milkman's", they are going to
Special Editors:
8:00—Spring Concert; Chapel.
spend the summer in fine style.
Features
George Windsor '38 total enrollment of male and coeducational insti
Friday. May 21—
Debating
Paul Stewart '38
Prof. Rob is going to Europe on the
tutions.
7:10—Mayoralty Campaign.
Alumni
Ira Nahikian '40
Queen Mary, which sails June 23. He
"More than half of the June graduates of 185
4:00—Track; New England* prelim- is to show Mrs. Roberts, the librarian,
Photography
Richard Fullerton '38
Chapel
Ruth Waterhouse '38, Ruth Bobbins '39 institutions replying to the questionnaire are exinaries at M. I. T.
and a friend of this city, the points
Saturday. May 22—
pected
to
be
on
payrolls
before
the
end
of
the
of
interest in London, with which he
Staff Reporters:
Entire week end; W. A. A. House is well acquainted. They will then
summer," said J. R. Ridgway, president of the
Ruth Robinson '37, Geneva Kirk '37. Elizabeth StockParty; Damariscotta Lake.
visit Belgium, be present at the Exwell '37. Carol Wade '37, Margaret Bennett '38,
organization conducting the survey.
3:30—Track; New Englands; finals
Ruth Waterhouse '38, Irene Lee '38, Helen Dickposition of Paris, and tour the coast
"Scholarship,
personality,
campus
activity
and
at M. I. T.
inson '38, Caroline Pulsifer '39. Ruth Robbins '39,
of Norway. Dr. Sweet will be in Lon3:30—Baseball vs. Colby; Waterpopularity, character, leadership, and general abilDorothy Collins '40, Carolyn Hayden '40.
don and Berlin this summer, also.
ville.
Walden Irish '39. Frank Coffin '40, Mark Lelyveld '40,
ity, in the order named, were most, frequently
Professor McGee will go back home
3:30—Tennis vs. Colby; Waterville.
Alfred Morse '40, John Martey '40. Ira Nahikian '40.
given as qualifications being sought by prospecto Tennessee and "vegetate"
Stanley Wass '40.
Sunday, May 23—
Among those professors who will
tive employers," Mr. Ridgway concluded..
W. A. A. House Party; DamarisSports Staff:
teach at summer school are ProfesTo a class, approximately 50% of whose memcotta Lake.
John Hutchinson '38, George Lythcott '39, LynnBussey
sors Gould and Berkelman. Mr. Ber
bers are considering the possibility of teaching, Monday. May 24—
*40, Howard Kenney '4U, Mark Lelyveld '4U, John
kelman plans to spend the time be3:30—Frosh Track vs. Bridgton;
Wilson '40.
the conclusions of the report should be gratifying.
tween commencement and summer
Garcelon
Fi*.'d.
Cub Staff: (to be added)
The indications, which point to the possibility that
school with his family on a farm in
State Tennis Tournament starts; at
the Catskills in New York.
Business Manager . (Tel. 2103 M) . Robert Chalmers '38 employment prospects are rapidly nearing the
Bowdoin.
Advertising Manager, (Tel. 8-3363) Robert Rimmer '39 level of June, 1929, should be equally gratifying
Dr. Wright intends to stay around
Lewiston or Maine, at least, this sumDepartment Assistants:
to underclassmen. Nevertheless, as job chances
WEEK IN CHAPEL
mer instead of exploring interesting
Arthur Cummings '38, Chester Pancer '39, John Nash increase, so does enrollment in the colleges and
corners
of the world. (Not that LewThursday:
Miss
Anne-Marie
Die'39. Oran Moser '38, Richard Martin '40, Harry Shep- universities which are training men and women
bold '37 contrasted the interests of the iston isn't interesting!) "Not a very
herd '40„ James Pellicani '40, Robert Plaisted '40.
for employment. Despite this, the job entry in French student with the American; exciting existence." he admits, "but
Published
Wednesday «•»*""« «*■ *ma—* Mnutnmmm ■> the race seems at present to be gaining encourag- the former devote themselves to poli- it will be fun." Professor Quimby,
during the college year National Advertising Service, Inc ingly on the entry representing qualified candi- tics and
international affairs and too. will stay at home this year. He's
Colleir Publiskm Ktprneniativr
think of the latter as boys and girls going to work in his garden—a very
by Students of Bates 420 MAOISON AVE.
NIW YORK. N.Y. dates.

THE
BATES STUDENT

Profs Look Forward
To Summer Vacations

year's work in college. Prof. Angelo
Bertocci is going to stay home, to
"study a little, to write, and to swim."
Professor and Mrs. Knapp will pass
the summer at their camp at Caratunk. Maine, right in the heart of the
hunting and fishing region, where
they have spent their summers continually since 1911.
Profeusor MacDonald expects to
Summer comes
stay home in July but plans trips for three to go for lh '•lie
August. He and his wife will prob- on being able to take £%P
ably visit their camp, in Ontario and ber, the first four yean . *'
take other short trips.
est! We weep f„r Jj<
Professor Mabee intends to visit iors-especiallv the gooi?
some time in Brookline, Mass.; then and dedicate this "meowO
he may tour through Canada, Ontario
But remember, m '
and Victoria, his old home. He also
makes the heart gro, £,
expects to attend the meeting of the example, look a
American Chemical Society to be held Marcus Irann got
at ^.\
in Rochester, New York, in early dance.
September.
Talking about dancing 1
Dr. Woodcock will go with his famhas
been lured by a cute
ily to Camp Damariscotta in Jefferson, Maine. Quite a few Bates stu gal and kicked by l-ap
dents and some alumni also attend the until he finally attended,
dance. Ah. these Latins.
camp.
And Max Urann fi.xe(j ^
Professor Chase will turn farmer
for the summer, when he stays at a Ed Quinn's car in record tiB,-;
farm in Norway, Maine. He hopes to again, Ed.
The Bates A. A.
have an enjoyable time with his chilthings in a big wa-, N
dren and grandchildren.
- >st, '
Professor
Buschmann plans to plan to rain out a "doubl^jjl
study at Harvard.
What's the idea, "iw.,
Coach Thompson will be executive fair Eleanore wore- a spa^J
counselor at Camp O-AT-KA in East engagement finger for
'„"
Sebago. Maine. Coach Spinks intends thirteen .Si Lb!
to build a camp at Rangeley Lakes. a wedding story in I
Maine.
their necks tryin, u, „..M
May the profs have as happy a jfrom her (a week later).A*,
PnllpffP
CHICAGO
BOSTON
SAN FRANCISCO
who are interested in athletics and calm and prosaic hobby. Dr. Leonard summer as the students and take a I not fair to scare the boysi
VjOliege.
.
PORTLAND
SIATTLB
Lo- ANatLM
not in studies and who are extrava- will be in the city all the time, ex- well-earned rest from the difficult, if sporting warning-ring, eiped4 cept for short auto trips. He plans not impossible, job of teaching their time when the grass is nZ,
gant and carefree.
Entered as second-class
l°3b
Member
1<,37
Friday: "Between the little things to devote effort to preparation of next students their respective subjects!
greenness and ihe boys njd
matter at the Post Ofthat we will not do, and the great
Mystery of the week. Vile,!
fice, Lewiston, Maine.
things we cannot do. many of us are
Dist nix* on ot
Mallard? This column*flh3
Subscription, $2.50 per
doing nothing."—Dr. Vernon.
reward for new,
By Irene Lee
year in advance.
Gbflediate Digest
Saturday: "War will not settle the
plus a $5.00 bonus for IMMTJ
Roosevelt's New Demands
problem (of equal distribution of minthere. Come home :; :-*e:.:«
•"A Significant Occasion"
President Roosevelt has reiterated his demands eral wealth and land), but will make
imitation sheepskin. Joe.
No longer should lack of coordination hinder for the full reorganization of the Supreme Court it a lot more lop-sided than it actually
Ain't it the truth thouft ^
group projects on the Bates campus. Last Wed- in his new program, in which he intends to put is."—Dr. Fisher.
caccio.
it's frankne.--; m m^
!
(The following article.' special
The first time 1 found myself in the
nesday evening a selected gathering of men and into
life; in an English prof „1(hl
execution the objectives outlined in his Madto
the
STUDENT,
was
written
by
streets
at
the
hour
when
the
men
are
ALUMNI
women, all of them campus leaders and most ot ison Square speech last October. His calendar of
lsabelle Minard, Bates '36, who is
coming home from work, the bicycles bu( in a college comic, it's au.
N'96—Word has been received here
them presidents of organizations or editors ot legislation includes, besides the immediate ap
If all the basebaHeri it!
now "Assistante d'Anglais. Colso astonished me that I thought it
Colby
and Maine were laid sifclj
publications, met to consider the possible value or pointment of six new judges to the Supreme of the death of Miss Mary E. Richardlege de Jeunes Filles, Hue de la
must be some touring club returning
Born in Lewiston, she attended
side—how nice for Bales.
Bucaille.
Cherbourg,
Manchfrom a day's outing.
an informal body, of which they would be mem Court, an act regulating minimum hours and wag- sun.
Lewiston High School and graduated
If all the diner.- at the 1
France. She was selected as an
bers, to coordinate the various campus activities. es, a farm tenancy program, an appropriation for in '92. She attended Bates for one
Market Day
were laid end on 1
exchange student last spring.)
Those expressing opinions were enthusiastically in work relief, and an integrated power policy for year and went to Gorham Normal
On Thursdays—market day in Cher- that's all. they'd reach.
By lsabelle Minard '3b
School. Following her graduation
favor of the plan.
bourg — the
two-wheeled,
hooded,
soil conservation, flood control, and navigation.
I'm a cat, I know, and fin 1
Most tourists who travel to France
In talking to the group, President Gray, who
Meanwhile, Congress is struggling with the tre- from the latter institution, she taught via the North German Lloyd or Cun horse-drawn carts of the farmers posed to hate dawgs. But still I
in Bridgton and then in Lewiston.
crowd the streets and occupy the va- help admiring th.
some months ago suggested the possibility ot mendous problem of cutting down appropriations
1888—We are informed also of the ard lines take the boat-train directly cant spaces beyond the public square, song: "My Country, Tisal
adapting such a unifying idea to the Bates cam- for WPA, relief, and the TVA. So far, indica- death of Norris E. Adams of Wilton, from here to Puss. Afterwards they where the merchants set up their
Spring, dates, and the«
pus, termed the gathering "a significant occasion." tions of pushing economy measures through seem after several months of illness. Born will say, "Oh yes! We landed at stands. Whenever possible, I "go to
after-date
poem:
Cherbourg,
but
1
don't
remember
anyIt was, he indicated, the first time that men and uncertain.
in Perkins Plantation, he was educatmarket" just for the pleasure of
"Break, break, bi
thing about it except getting through watching the process of buying and
ed
at
Wilton
schools,
graduated
from
women had met for coordinating the campus orBritish Destroyer Hunter
On thy cold gra>
Wilton Academy and from Bate;; in the customs."
selling. Each housewife arrives with
ganizations under a permanent set-up.
The mysterious explosion on the British des- '88.
To be sure, the Encyclopedias com- her basket over her arm. and, wne;i
But I bet you , mid breui
He became principal of the Grove
Whether such a system will work, however, de troyer Hunter in the Meditteranean threatened land. Mass.. High School; and re- ment—"military and commercial port
40 years,
she leaves, not only is this tilled with
pends upon several factors, including: the working international complications for a while. The cau- mained in that capacity for eight —narrow, dirty streets"— is not too a heterogeneous mixture of vegetaAnd not be as broke as me."
out of a definite delineation between the powers tion with which the nations are investigating the years. He was then made principal promising, and anyone who knows bles, fruits and bread (nothing is ever
And "Teafor" Garrity wasn't <
and duties of this group and of the existing Coun- source of the blast seems to indicate, however, the of the Saugus. Mass., High School, af- about climatic conditions in France wrapped up), but often, too, from the ing from Stan's pa; er;
will assure you that "it rains all the
cil and Government, the recognition of the group's unwillingness of the world to rush into war on ter he came to Lewiston as principal time at Cherbourg." 1 was, there- other hand dangles" a pair of live to see if Stan had copM to
of the Jordan High School. In ls/06.
chickens or ducks, to the wing-flap- rectly.
objectives by the student body as a whole, and the the slightest provocation. The destroyer was enhe went to Wilto.i and for the last 31 fore, prepared for the worst—so defi- ping and squawking of which their
The Dean of Men tocJ
cooperation of the students with the group. gaged in non-intervention patrol of Spain.
years was manager of a lumber busi- nitely so. in fact, that from the be- purchaser is apparently completely Peter's Gate and yeiir:.■•OpaV
ginning
I
was
pleasantly
impressed.
Among the suggested aims of the Student CoordiAllison Peers, of the University of Liverpool, ness there.
indifferent.
I'll throw the wfaol
nating Council, as it might be called, are:
predicts that the Spanish Civil War will continue
1932—Valery S- Burati has been Each thatched-roof cottage, each
Everything imaginable is on sale— (At Bowdoin. of courv->
white-starched
headdress,
each
dog
What a religious bunchloilt
1. Unification and a more centralized
for three more years. What will civilized nations made publicity director for the Tex- cart was all the more of a surprise, clothing, jewelry and books, as well as
coordination of both men and women
do to prevent further unnecessary loss of lives tile workers Organizing Committee of because I'd not expected to meet with farm produce and even livestock. Most House gang is—ever) time 1 P***]
the CIO. and is in charge of publicity
and money?
interesting of all is the building wnere I hear them murmur. "Al ■«"■'
students in campus projects.
for the organization in the New Eng- picturesqueness at Cherbourg. Even
milk products are displayed.
Here
And after struggling
the
"narrow,
dirty
streets"
have
a
cer2. To serve as a means whereby stuStrikes
land area with offices in Boston. At
tie's Classical Shivers c'Urse ■
dent opinion might be crystallized: to
In one of the most successful and shortest cam- Bates. Mr. Burati was editor of the tain charm all their own, especially at gather numerous peasant women in year. Chet Parker. Rideout. aads
night when lighted by nickering lan- "coiffe" and "sabots" to sit and gosserve as a barometer of this opinion not
paigns of the CIO, victory has been assured for "Garnet" and the STUDENT. Pre- terns.
sip together. Each has her basket of the other victims dn
vious
to
his
new
appointment,
he
was
only for faculty and administration, but
the aggressive John L. Lewis in the steel indusof
home made butter, molded into va- own philosophy: wisdom is ta*
Seacoast
Town
employed as a staff reporter on a
also for both the Women's Student Gov
try. The steel industry has been one of the hard- Springfield, Mass., newspaper.
rious forms, and wrapped in fresh ■what to do next; skill u knowing
To those wno find that "there's
green leaves. Cherbourg is famous to do it; and virtue is not doinptj
eminent and Student Council.
est to organize; that the CIO has been able to do
something about a soldier", CherSaid the Ed: Will you play'"
for its dairy products, for the freso
is
another
feather
in
its
cap.
3. To act as a clearing house of ideas
bourg is of interest because of a garquent rain and temperate climate ren by the Old Mill Stream"?
by which the Council would be able to deThe movie strike is still tying up Hollywood.
rison here, not to mention the forts
der its fertile fields excellent pastur
Said the Co-ed: Sorry, W1*
termine general student reaction, and
Picketing of all the nation's theatres has been
Mt. Chocorua Trip which have a certain historic value. age throughout the year. In time one dated up this week.
There is an aeronautical school at
through which it would receive construccarried on the past week, while movie cameras
forgets that the cows—seldom if ever,
The
Shadow
.< :.ks «*"
have stopped grinding.
tive suggestions. The Council would also
Approximately thirty ardent out- Cherbourg, also, which provides the scrubbed—are milked in the open "Who's the Shadow
hum of planes overhead, and young
door enthusiasts took advantage of the
fields, and that the milk, sold from cited frosh. "Who's the br^'"**.
use the group as an agency for aiding in
Mussolini's Boycott
officers in navy-blue uniforms! And
the carrying out of its own projects.
II Duce's boycott of the broadcasting and men- Bates Outing Club's Mount Chocorua everywhere—in the streets, stores, large cans is ladled out to order; and ble the experienced senioR ^ j
climb last Sunday. May 16. Leaving
connoisseur of cheeses can deny Shadow ought to get .
'.
4. To be an advisory body in presenttion of the Coronation of King George VI has the Bates campus early in the morn- and movies, as well as in the vicinity what
the quality of Norman "Gruyere," at least he's kept his —
of
the
harbor—are
to
be
seen
the
red
ing student opinions and points of viewaroused worldwide comment. Not only was it ill- ing they made the seventy mile trip to
"Camembert". or "Roblochon".
Oh. yes. the seniors—*' *p
pompoms of the French sailors.
to the President of the College.
advised and curious but also at the same time New Hampshire by bus.
Octopus Very Popular
ing aren't they?
H
The
majestic
and
completely
modMount
Chocorua
is
one
of
the
best
5. To serve as a centralizing agency for
indicative of the unlimited power of a dictator to
ern "gare maritime", where the ocean
Fish, too. is abundant and fresh, now they'll be railing
mountains
in
New
Hampshire
for
the various clubs, councils, and associa
suppress the freedom of the press and of free
dear ol" Bates—they'll bars*
such an outing and was chosen for traveler first puts his foot on "terra though I've not yet developed a taste
tions on campus,
speech, Mussolini's "sour grapes" move was in this reason by the Outing Club. It firma," offers a stirring contrast to for octopus nor for the many varie ker Hall and shout. "W«*
•>i
6. To serve as a social coordinator.
retaliation of the non-recognition of the Italian is one of the highest mountains of tKe the aged character of the streets and ties °f small shell fish considered such ' And lhe class of '-10 "'-a
their
studies
(
?)
and
whW*_.,
buildings beyond. From the up-to-date
delicacy by the French. A large
Such functions, quite obviously, are flexible in conquest of Ethiopia, and the inclusion of Haile range of that state.
steamship offices, travel agencies and fish market exists, where customers —whereya been?" V.
application and importance. They absorb the Selassie as a coronation guest. His pettiness deluxurious lounges, you find yourself barter for the best quality at the low- wonder about college edu
purposes of the "Campus Improvement Associa- prived the Italian press of the biggest news storv Fred L. Tower Companies suddenly in old Europe, bumping over est P"ce- but frequently, also, the fish
But now the senior- d^pM1 ' (
tion", an organization which, similarly formed, fo- ot the year.
cobblestones
time
to miss this column sW'*!.
quality PRINTING service weUyworn
wives
load
their
wares
onto
a
dog
cart
through
()l
streets
barely
wide
enough
cussed its attention on remedial suggestions about
for two and peddle them in the streets. Each do nothing but purr a I'» " '
TVA
Not just ink on paper
—which, in the best of French
general college problems. To these duties, the
vendor
has
her
favorite
cry.
which
is
The New Deal won a victory when a United
Portland Me.
sung or chanted, rather than shouted, "Good bye."
Bicycling
Student Coordinating Council adds the all-impor- State circuit court ended the TVA injunction. 165 Middle St.,
as
she goes along her way.
Perhaps it is for this reason that
tant function of serving as a centralizer for cam- It was held that the injunction was against the
joyable clambers along |
There is. indeed, much that la worthmost French automobiles are smaller
pus activity.
shore, and a little "fishing ""* ■
public interest since it would involve incalculable
than ours, and often without running while to see here—much to be learned
by is more than picturesque' ^" I
In the establishment of this Council, one of loss to the consumers. Such a move is hopeful of
boards. One undeniable fact is that from observation. Never shall I for- year at Cherbourg has been :i»-', I
Bates' greatest undergraduate needs is fulfilled. future federal control of utilities.
get
the
hustle
of
lhe
town
on
market
they are less numerous, whereas biful one. and yet—need 1 add ^J
FOR THE
Too long there has been a strict division between
cycles abound. School children come days, nor the calm countrysides close shall be glad to return to the »^l
Spain
and go on bicycles; the women-go £5 by. The coast, also, occupies a soft
the activities of men and women; too long there
War-torn Spain indulged itself in the democratgood coffee, ice cream, windo* *
market and the men to work, on them. spot in my heart—I've had such enhave been conflicts in the programs, not only of ic luxury of a Ministerial crisis last Saturday The
and private baths!
.
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Our Nations
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FROM THE NEWS

Cherbourg In Keeping
With European Charms

30 Climbers Make

i

Boys!

men and women, but also in the projects of various organizations. Under this Council, whose
meetings will be called at the discretion of the
president of the Student Council, chairman and
only officer of the group, such conflicts should be
eliminated. At the same time unorganized or misdirected campus opinion, applicable as its suggestions have been in the past, will now have a channel through which its ideas may flow on a directed
trip to the port of effective utility.

Loyalist cabinet resigned, but Premier Caballero
will form a New Government with the same party
representation as in the old. The United Front
will dominate as before.
Apr

SSftiJSrjS the American Federation of
Labor put 10,000 CIO members under suspension
in his first move to nd the AFL ranks of desert-
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Tennis Victory Outstanding; Ball Team Squashes Bowdoin
jylalone's Arm
Brings Victory
Over Bowdoin
down ,
e tn >*
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Against r
Colby
In btate
Series Game

SPORT SHORTS
By SAM LEAKD '38
In the twelfth inning of the game of the inning, We are wondering if
with Colby at the beginning of last McCobb was still sore at Joe because
week Joe Simonetti and shortstop Mc- he smashed a clean triple to rightfield which enabled Cotton Hutchinson
Cobb collided going after a fly ball
to drive him in. "Hutch" played a
which was just between the in and marvelous game being the one who
outfield. McCobb. a bit shaken up, was put the Bobcats in the game after
the first one at bat in the Bates half trailing for eight innings.

Net Victory
Most Decisive
In 20 Years
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Forecasting?
Upon seeing last week's STUDENT with the headline that read "Junior
Malone'" pitching was the main
I
•„ the Hates' 8-3 victory over Varsity Defeats Hebron" with the lead sentence being "The Junior Varsity
tennis team will open its season this afternoon . . . ", one of the coaches is
"""[;„ or Monday, and Austin
reported to have said, "Managing Editor Fishman ought to go into the
r"d • success on the mound last
almanac business forecasting sport events for the year." It so happened that
**?* lav enabled Bates to chalk up the jv's lost. 6-4.
R,b
B

Colby in the two
•XXi ^ainst ,iuring
the past
SJ
**
B«"
W

Rain. Rain Go Away
With the sun coming out just long the track meet at Portland with Maine
r .'tun Hutchinson*s long fly to left enough for the Bowdoin tennis match and New Hampshire was cancelled
f .He it possible for McCobb. to be played, the other sport events Any more ball games rained out will
S« on third by virtue of a triple. of the week end were postponed or have to be played as double headers.
^rethewinmngrunintheColby called off. The Rumford track meet Talking about baseball Bates has a
i 1 while barney Marcus' four hits for the freshmen was rained out on chance by taking Bowdoin and Colby
1
STrffi^ times at bat in the Bpw- Friday, the baseball game with Maine as well as a postponed game with
.in eame made h.m an important was cancelled Friday afternoon, and Maine to head the State league.
SlST actor against pitcher-capTennis Team Triumph
| ££**■of the Polar Bears.
As was the case a year ago the entire varsity tennis team now have
The summaries:
become lettermen. Canavan and Dankner were much improved in the BowBates B°wdo,n
doin match which incidentally is the first match with that school Bates has
ab r bh po
I Bate*
won in recent years. "If the team gets in good condition they should do very
2 2
4
I Thompson, 3b
well in the State Tournament which is to be held at Brunswick." is what a
0
2
1 Johnson, rl • •
member of the Bowdoin team said last week.
1
1
] Dunlevy. rf -•
11
5
[Bergeron, lb ■
0
5
Uriggs, If
1
4
McCobb, ss • ■
2
4
| Uncos, ef •• •
7
2
| Hutchinson, C
3
4
Tardilf. 2l> •• •
0
3
[ Malone, p ■ • • ■
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34 8 11 27 14
ab r bh po a
4 0 1 1
4
1 0 3
1 1 0
1 1 0
0 1 3
0 0 13
0 1 6
0 2 0
0 0 1

34 3 7 27 14
Totals
Two base hit, Marcus. Three base
I hits. Thompson, Karakashian. Stolen
bases Marcus 2, Thompson, Johnson,
Bergeron. Briggs. McCobb, Tardiff,
I Davidson. Wild pitch, Malone. Struck
out. by Malone 7, by Karakashian 6.
Base on balls, off Karakashian 2. ErIrors. Tardiff. McCobb, Briggs, Birkett.
| Corey.

Bates-Colby
ab r bh po a
6 0 12 2
I Lemieux, B8
6 0 2 1"
I Rancourt, rf
6 0 2 2 0
tiurrill, If
|uurT, cf
4 0 0 5 0
IsWhnn.
II, .
5 0 0 13 1
[Sheehan. lb
5 0 0 4 4
I McC.ee. 2b
5 10 2 3
I Lay ton, :ib
2 12 4 2
I Pullen. c ..
I Hanigan, p
4 0 111
Colby

43 2 8 34* 13 0
Totals
' One ut when winning run scored.
ab r bh po a
e
iBates
0 2 2 3 0
iThompson, 3b ...
0 0 2 0 0
[Dunlevy. rf
0 1 15 2 0
iBergenm. lb
10 10 0
(Marcus, rf
0 0 0 0 0
[Johnson. If
0 0 16 0
[Malone, p
0 0 0 10
pimonetti, If
Prigjrs. p, If ....
12 2 11 Bergeron, Pullen. Tardiff, Burrill.
McCobb, ss
4 112 11 Three base hit: McCobb. Stolen bases:
Hutchinson, c
5 0 2 8 0 0 Duff. Pullen 2. Sacrifice hits: Duff,
FardifT, 2b
4 0 15 10 Hanigan. Base on balls: off Malone
4, off Briggs 1, off Hanigan 3. Struck
Totals
41 3 9 36 15 2 out: by Malone 2. by Briggs 4, by
Runs batted in: Lemieux, Rancourt, Hanigan 3. Left on bases: Colby 12,
McCobb. Hutchinson 2. Two base hits: Bates 7. Double plays: Briggs, Bergeron to Thompson; Hanigan, Sheehan to Layton. Hits: off Briggs 1 in
5 innings; off Malone 7 in 7 innings.
Wild pitch: Briggs. Winning pitcher:
F
°r Real Courteous Taxi Service Briggs. Umpires: Taylor and Murphy. Time of game: 2:23.
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WASHING and GREASING

Oppose Capers
Here Tomorrow
The Bates Freshman track team
will be pointing for a victory tomorrow afternoon when it plays host to
a fast South Portland outfit at Garcelon field. Because of their win over
the Capers during the indoor season,
the Bobkittens are expected to come
out on top.
The Frosh won by a handy margin
in the first encounter but the absence
of several outstanding performers
may very likely cause the meet to be
a nip and tuck affair. Eddie Bullock,
Al Rollins. Charlie Graichen, George
Russell and Earle Zeigler are still unavailable for one reason or another.
Arp Sass, blond hurdler and broad
jumper, swept his three events in the
indoor meet and is expected to repeat
tomorrow. However, these points
should be offset by victories in the
high jump and pole vault by Bales
Royce Tabor and Mai Holmes. In addition, Tate Connon is looking better
in the weights and seems to be a good
bet in the javelin.
Al Kinney. captain and star dashman of the South Portland squad,
should cause Bussey and Pomeroy
headaches in the dashes, but Crooker
and Shepard ougnt to be able to handle the half and mile respectively.
Coach Thompson is anxious that his
injury-riddled outfit will hold up tomorrow and hopes that a few of his
afflicted stars may be in shape for the
Bridgton Meet Monday.

J. V. Team Defeats
Eddies By 7-0 Score
The J. V. tennis team defeated Ed
ward Little High of Auburn 7 - 0, in
a match played on the Garcelon Field
courts last Monday.
None of the
matches were forced into three sets.
In their opening game the embryo
netmen lost to Hebron netsters 5-4
last Wednesday.
Summary J. V—Edward Little
Singles—Kimnach. B. defeated J.
Abbott, EL, 6-4. 6-2. Sutherland. B.
defeated Talcott. EL. 6-0. 6-0.
J.
Leard. B, defeated Haskell, EL, 6-1.
6-3. Howland. B, defeated Monk. EL,
6-2, 6-4.
Doubles — Kimnach-Sutherland. B,
defeated J. Abbott-C. Abbott. EL,
6-1 6-1. Leard-Libby. B. defeated
Monk-Haskell. EL, 6-1. 6 1. TalcottBaker. B. defeated MacDonald-Howland, HL. 7-5, 6-2.

Lewiston Shoe Hospital
7 SABATTUS STREET

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

-
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Ft ee Call and Delivery
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Crown In 1917
The team of 1917 swept through
the State tournament, bringing Bates
the state crown for the third time in
as many years.
To the older members of the facul
ty. who were there this last Thursday,
the snappy play of the present varsity
must have brought back fond memories of those days when Bates was
supreme.
In the intervening years, Bates
seems to have been the scape-goat for
Bowdoin, for though the team used to
take trips during the twenties to such
colleges as Dartmouth. Harvard, and
Tufts, and managed to defeat Tufts
on several occasions, the Bowdoin
men seemed to have them jinxed.
Match scores of 8-1, 6-0, and 5-1 are
all too prevalent.
There is an interesting parallel to
draw in that back in 1917, Bowdoin
and Bates were scheduled to fight it
out for the state championship, just
as they are this year. At that time
the victory over Bowdoin prior to the
state matches was followed by a Bates
victory in the Championship.matches.
Thursday's Matches
Ln last Thursday's matches, Reed.
Casterline, and Kenney took their
singles battles.
Kenney and Reej
were pushed hard for their victories,
both of them going to three sets.
Bowdoin was victorious in the other
singles matches.
It is difficult, though interesting, to
compare this record with that of 1917
when Bates, under a six-man-team
system, took three of the singles and
lost one. A more easily made comparison is that of the doubles matches. Then, as last Thursday, Bates
swept these contests—Reed and Nixon, Casterline and Kenney. and Canavan and Dankner, all being victorious.
Also—then as last Thursday, wins in
the doubles were the key to match
victory.
The summaries:
1937 — Singles
Reed, B, defeated Salter. Bo, 6-4. 5-7,
6-3.
<" j "i
Ashkenazy, Bo, defeated Nixon, B.
0-6, 6-2, 6-4.
Casterline, B. defeated Purington. Bo,
6-2, 6-3.
, . al
Kenney, B, defeated Hyde, Bo. 2-6,
7-5, 6-3.
O'Neill. Bo, defeated Dankner. B, 6-2,
6-2.
Rich, Bo, defeated Canavan, B. 6-3.
6-2.
Doubles
Reed and Nixon. B. defeated Salter
and Purington, Bo, 6-2, 8-6.
Casterline and Kenney. B, defeated
Hyde and Ashkenazy, Bo. 3-6. 6-1,
11-9.
Canavan and Dankner, B. defeated
Fitts and O'Neill, Bo, 3-6, 6-2, 6-4.
Bates—Bowdoin Tennis Record
(Bates score given first in each case)
1937 6-3. 4-5; 1936 2-7, 2-6; 1935
4-5. 3-5; 1934 1-8; 1933 1-8; 1932 no
record of any contest; 1931 2-2, rain;
1930 no dual match; 1929 0-6; 1928
no dual match; 1927 1-5; 1926 1-5;
1925 1-5; 1924 1-5; 1923 0-6; 1922
0-5; 1921 2-4; 1920 1-5; 1919 1-2 when
called because of unfavorable weather; 1918 3-3; 1917 5-1; 1916 1-5.

Hey Fellars!
Get Her A

Corsage

CENTRAL OPTICAL CO.

IVY HOP - MAY 25th

E. L. V1NING
Optometrist
Tel. 339

DYERS » FIRRIEBS

A. S. Cummings, Mgr.

Home Run for Blacks
The first baseball game was played
last Tuesday. Due to lack of time
the games have been shortened to the
number of innings that can be played
in the W. A. A. period. The Blacks
literally hit the Garnets off the field
in the first game which ended in an 8-

PROTECT YOUR EYES

•

199 Main StBeet

Lewiston, Me.

Play Day
'
Play Day will be Friday with its finals in tennis and baseball. Jhe training
awards for those who have followed the training rules all year will be given
out, as well as the rest of the sweaters and numerals. For the first
time the freshmen are eligible for numerals, and three outstanding all
round athletes of that class will receive their "1940".

In defeating the Bowdoin net-men
3 score. Around the time that Ruth
63 on the courts of Garcelon field last
Butler '39 hit a homer with the bases
Thursday, the Bates varsity tennis
full, the Garnets would have looked
team snapped a Bowdoin string of
better on the tennis courts or any
victories over the Garnet which has
piace but the diamond. Although their
been intact since 1917.
whole team was coordinating, it was
Not since the war and the days of
Barbara Leonard '39 whose pitching
the Purinton boys, Eddie and Arthur,
was outstanding.
has Bates managed to do this trick.
Back in '17, the Bates team of E. Pur- New Tournament
__
. .
.
J l in between. Because of the poor playinton, Capt. A. Purinton, Powers, and
The tennis tournament has dragged , ™ ^ ^^ tnmM|t has ^ re.
Ireland, was victorious with a score
of 5-1. In this year. Bates also had rather badly and the weather does not J yised New maU;hes are up> anli they
a brother doubles act in the Purinton seem like an adequate excuse. It hasj must be played before the finals Frirained but there have been good day.-.* day.
boys which was unbeatable.

Matched with the University oi | p|"Osh Cindermen

Maine at Gaicelon Field today, with
Colby at Waterville on Saturday the
2^nd, and with the State Tournament
at Brunswick scheduled for the first
three days of next week, the Bates
Varsity Tennis team laces a Dusy lew
days this week.
The Bates netmen, fresh from a 6-3
victory over Bowdoin, should repeat
their earlier victory over the U. of M.
in stride. Playing at Orono, Bates defeated the Maine-men 8-1.
Colby seems much stronger than
the U. of Maine netmen by comparisons. Bates was pushed hard in its
first match with Colby—edging out a
5-4 decision. Some trouble can be expected from this quarter as_Colby will
be out to make up for that close defeat.
Then turning to the State Tournament, we find that based on early season records it should be primarily a
Bates - Bowdoin duel.
These two
squads seem about evenly matched.
They both have polished off Colby and
the U. of M. without too much effort
and if all goes as events indicate, they
are the men to watch.
To date Bates and Bowdoin have
split even — Bowdoin winning at
Brunswick 5-4 and Bates winning at
home 6-3. Bates seems to have come
back strong and has a good chance to
bring home the state crown.
Coach Buschmann's varsity squad
which has gone through its successful season without change is made up
of Burt Reed. Milt Nixon, Don Casterline. Howie Kenney, Norm Dankner. and Joe Canavan.

All things must end and 1936 37 is spring is almost over. The teas, the
quickly drawing to a close. The sched- seasons. Health Week are all past,
ule that was so carefully planned last and only the final flourishes are left.

By Mark Lelyveld '40

Bates Clashes With Maine In
Net Tilt Today At Lewiston

Totals
I Boftdoin
Vlelendy. SS
I Haire, 2b
[ Birkett, 3b
Karakashian, p ..
I Davis. If
I Corey, lb
Griffin, c
Davidson, cf ....
Frazier, if

0
By Eleanor Smart '39

All Doubles Teams Win As
Bates Nets 6-3 Match;
5-1 Win 1917

k

' Alexande,
^nase Hatl

W. A. A. NEWS

Can

Dube's Flower Shop
243 Lisbon St.. Lewiston
Telephone 260-W

Kishon To Captain Bates
Entries At New Englands
Frosh Tracksters
Outscore Portland,
Rumford Monday

Bates will be represented by six
trackmen at the New Englands this
Saturday afternoon at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology Field in Cambridge. Tony Kishon, representing
Bates for the last time in athletics,
will captain the team.

Bobcats Face
Bowdoin Bears
At 3:30 Today
Veteran Outfielders Make
jFinal Bows Against
Colby Wednesday
By Leonard Jabrack '39
Undefeated as yet on its home field,
the baseball team will continue its
drive for a top position in the stale
title series when it faces Bowdoin for
the second time this week on Garcelon field this afternoon at 3:30.
Bears Strong Defensively
Bowdoin has shown itself thus far
to be a strong defensive club, probably the best in the state, but the hitting has been a little weak. This
great fielding strength is largely
based upon the work of the middle
pair in the infield, Melindy at short
and Harie at second. Corey at first
and center-fielder George Davidson
are also strong defensively.
The opening pitcher for the Polar
Bears has not yet been determined.
Captain Ara Karakashian. Leon Buck,
who holds an early season victory
over Colby, and "Bud" White, star
swimmer from Aubum, are all possibilities. A fourth choice may be Ralph
Gould, a senior and ex-jayvee twirler,
who pitched last Tuesday's shutout
over the Garnet. Gould is a righthander with a peculiar underhand delivery and a slow, wide curve. In the
event that any of the others start.
White will play in right field and bat
in the clean-up position.
Team at Colby Saturday
On Saturday, the team will travel
to Waterville for a game with Colby.
The Bobcats are hoping for another
chance to bat against the southpaw
slowballs of Art Hanigan who kept
the Mules in the game for twelve innings last Wednesday before falling
in defeat. If either member of tne
Bates two-man pitching staff. Malone
and Briggs* is available after the
Bowdoin games, the Garnet wilPTiave
a good chance to win the game.
Colby will make a return VISK » •
Garcelon Field Wednesday. May 26.
Either Hersey or Sandquist will be on
the mound for the Mules.
This game will also mark the close
of the college diamond careers of Bill
Dunlevy and Barney Marcus, veteran
outfielders.
The probable line-up for today's

The Bates Frosh. displaying much
Tony is expected to win the aiscus
strength in the weight events and
aided greatly by the return of several from such stars of the small New
injured, outscored the combined track England Colleges as Gallogy of Holyaggregations of Portland and Rum- Cross and Rowe of Rhode Island.
ford High Schools 67-58 Monday af- Zaitz of Boston College, a consistent
ternoon on Garcelon Field. 27 of the 50 foot shot putter, is a sure winner"
schoolboys' points were scored by in the shot without a doubt. In the
hammer Rhode Island's Folwartshny
Rumford.
and Bill Rowe, both Olympic finalists,
Ed Arsenault of Rumford, state
will push Kishon in that event.
champion in the high jump, took his
Danny in Last Race
specialty along with firsts in the javelin and broad jump and a second in
Art Danielson, last fall's crossthe pole vault, for high scoring hon country captain and a four year vetors of the afternoon. Bob McGlone. eran in the half mile, may place at
double victor in the dashes, turned in that distance. Doug Raymond of Bosa creditable performance for the Port- ton University who ran a 1 minute
land school.
56 2-5 second half this last week will
Seven Firsts
have opposition from Quinn of New
Two of Bates' seven firsts were Hampshire and Porter of Bowdoin.
gathered in the hurdles by Ed Bul- Danny has a chance for the odtTpoint
lock, former South Portland and lie as four places count.
bron star, in his first outdoor appearHill Luukko will be in the hurdles.
ance of the season. Russell, another Owen of Bowdoin won the low hurdles
yearling recently returned to compe- against Boston College this wsek and
tition, combined with Carl Andrews, therefore should place. Although Don gjjjjjjjj
Bowdoin
Bates
a consistently dependable performer, Bridges will not have a chance
Harie, 2b
3b. Thompson
to lead other Bates men to clean against Guerke of MIT, he is expected
Davidson, cf
rf, Dunlevy
sweeps in their events, the discus and to be out to beat Young of Bowdoin
Melindy, ss
lb. Bergeron
shot.
who nosed him out at Waterville.
White, rf
cf, Marcus
Cooper of MIT. Porter of Bowdoin, Birkett, 3b
Rollins' win in the mile seemed to
If, Johnson
indicate his return to form and Char and Hunt of RI are expected to be Corey, lb
ss. McCobb
lie Crooker's 2.02 half mile was one closely packed in the mile. Zamper- Davis, If
c. Hutchinson
of the afternoon's outstanding per- elli of Northeastern may be a factor Griffin, c
2b. Tardiff
formances. Holmes' first in the pole in this race in which Dana Wallace Gould, p
p. Briggs
vault completed the list of Freshman will be a competitor.
victors.
Connell Bell Duel Again
The summary is as follows:
Gene Connell is entered in the jave120-yard high hurdles—won by Bui lin in which he may place second to
lock, B; 2. Cohen, P; 3 Oppenheim, Bell of Maine whom he beat in the
State Meet. Lythc^iv and Howard are
R. Time—17 1/5 seconds.
Mile run—won by Rollins, B; 2. Shep- entered in the meet, but it is expect-"
herd. B; 3, Brewer, P. Time—4 ed that due to injuries they will not
be able to compete in the trials on
mins. 52 2/5 sec.
Where 1%e Bobcats Meet
Friday afternoon. Holy Cross with
100-yd. dash—won by McGlone, P;
sprint wins from Larry rfc:<nlon will
T(MSTED
2, Hachey, R; 3. Gasckill, P. Time
be pushed for team honors by Rhode
HAMBURGS
-V.HOT DOGS
—10 1/5 seconds.
Island who have not onlv ;he OlymCHICKEN RttLL
440 yd. run—won by Hachey, R; 2, pic weight men, but also Singsen.'a
Largest and BesYv-,.
Pomeroy. B; 3, Dixon, P. Time— pole vaulter. Northeastern and .Main•■
52 3/5 seconds.
CHOCOLATE MILK
*
will also take home their share ef
880-yd. run—won by Crooker, B; 2, points with points expected for H*'Ince a Customer - Always a
Shepherd. B; 3, Samuels. P. Time witz of the Bears in the 410 and 2t0
Customer
—2 mins. 2 sec.
and Murray in the sprints.
PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED
220 yd. low hurdles—won by Bullock,
ft. 4 in.
Telephone 3694
B; 2. Quinn. P; 3, DeBowick, P. Hammer — won by Sebastian. P; 12
College and Sabattus Streets
Time—26 2/5 sec.
Connon, B; 3. Andrews. B. Dii
220 yd. dash — won by McGlone. P;
tance—153 ft. 3 in.
9
2. Bussey, B; 3. Gasckill. P. Time Shot Put—won by Russell, B; 2- $il
—22 4/5 sec.
gore. B; 3. Hibbard, B. DistancePole Vault—won by Holmes, B; 2,
43 ft. 11 in.
Arsenault. R; 3. Maggs, B. Height Discus—won by Andrews, B; 2, Hi»—11 feet.
bard, B; 3. Connon. B. Distance!
High Jump—won by Arsenault. R; 2,
114 ft. 6 in.
A Phase of Preventive Medicine
Tabor, B; 3, DeGrasse, P. Height
College Men find in it unusual
opportunities for a career
—5 ft. 8 1/2 in.
Broad Jump—won by Arsenault. R;
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
2. Quinn. P; 3. Bussey, B. Distance
DENTAL SCHOOL
COMPANY
A competent course of preparation for
—19 ft. 5 1/2 in.
tbe dental profenion. A "Clatt A"
Javelin—won by Arsenault, R; 2, ConPRINTERS - BOOKBrRDERS
School. Write for catalofu*.
LEROY M.S. MINER. D.M.D.. M.D.. Deaa
non, B; 3. Lee, P. Distance—145
95-99 Main St.
Auburn, Me.
U«at. 5, loo Longwood Ave., Bottan. Man.

College
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DENTISTRY

MERRILL & WEBBER

BILL
THE BARBER
FOR

EDS AND CO-EDS
CHASE HALL

We can show you a varied
■election of
PRIZE ClIPS. FOUNTAIN
PENS, LADIES' SILK
UMBRELLAS & LEATHER
HAND BAGS
Leather Bill Folds
Book Ends - Clocks

Barnstone-Osgood
JEWELERS
LEWISTON - MAINE

BUY YOUR CASOLINE
- AT-1

SOCONY - VACUUM STATION
Corner Main aiid }a^
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IN THE THEATRES
EMPIRE
Thurs, Fri.. Sat. - May 20, 21. 22
Spencer Tracy, Gladys Jones and
Franchot Tone in "They Gave Him
a Gun".
Mon.. Tues., Wed. - May 23, 24, 25
Loretta Young, Tyrone Power
and Adolph Menjou in "Cafe Metropole".
AUBURN
Thurs„ Fri., Sat. - May 20, 21. 22
John Howard and Nan Gray in
"Let Them Live".
On the Stage: Lou Walters
Revue.

CORSAGES

for
IVY HOP
Ann's
Flower
Shop

Summer Conference FourCanJd^
Readers
Torrey, Leslie
Friday "Buffoon" Collect War Debts Phi Beta
To Meet Profs Fri. Elected Officers
B.C.A. At Sebago Soap-Box Tor
Features Pictures In Culture,' Novel Freshmen candidates for the
Delta Phi Alpha do well, in making their summer
Scheme Suggest Phi Beta Kappa Reading Contest
[Continued trom Fag. On*]

The third and final issue this year
of the "Buffoon" will be distributed
Friday, according to Charles Alexander '38, circulation manager. Enlarged to twenty-eight pages so that a
large variety of jokes and several
feature .articles pertaining to the Seniors might be included, this "Buf
foon." if pre-circulation rumors are
correct, will reach more readers than
ever before.
The outstanding feature of the magazine, according to Kditor Omar King
'38, is the graphical and pictorial representation of ten prominent senior
personalities in a two-page spread,
headed "Our Senior Seniorities."
These seniors were chosen on the
basis of campus popularity, service,
and achievement by a representative
group of undergraduate students.
On Monday the editors will appear
before the Publishing Association to
seek permission to continue publication next year. Unless the circulation
rrops greatly for the current issue., it
is probable that the request will be
granted.

Frederick H. Stinchfield. Bates '00,
President of the American Bar Assocation, has recently stepped forward
as an advocate of one of the most
unusual plans yet proposed for the
settlement of war debts owed to the
United States.
This proposal, which already has
gained an impressive list of supporters, provides for the granting of
scholarships by foreign debtor governments to some 8,000 American
scholars annually.
These scholarships would give a large number of
Americans an opportunity to study at
foreign universities which they otherwise would not have, and consequently
the war debts would be collected in
culture rather than cash.

WAA House Party
At Peg Andrews

Damariscotta Lake will be the scene
of the W. A. A. house party this week
end. The old and new boards of the
LmintoQ - Rumford - Panning ion
association will leave for Margaret
Lv. Lewitton
•The store of individual service'
7.45 am * 10.00 am 1.00 pm 5.00 pm Andrews' camp next Saturday noon,
and will return on Sunday. Miss
Lv. Kumford
MAX EATON, Agent
7.35 am *9.50 am 12.50 pm 4.50 pm Walmsley and Miss Fahrenholz will
accompany the group.
Lv. Farmington
Telephone 827
7.33 am *9.48 am 12.48 pm 4.48 pm
During the week end there will be
•Daily Except Sunday
swimming, baseball, volley ball, and
canoeing. The two boards also plan
to make a complete revision of the
Kules and Regulations, and to discuss
plans and problems of next year.
For the past two years the AnEVENING SLIPPERS FOR IVY HOP
drew's camp has been open to the W.
A. A., and the grand times there have
become a tradition.

I

THE BLUE LINE

CO-EDS !

Sandals $1.59 - Local Factory Shoes
DYED ANY COLOR YOU WANT
TO MATCH YOUR DRESS.

Purity Restaurant

CUSHCO SHOE STORE AUBURN ME.

197 MAIN ST.

Next to Auburn Theatre - Open Saturdays till 9 P. M.

OUR AIM IS TO SATISFY
WITH OUR QUALITY FOOD

will meet with Professors Berkelman and Bertocci in Room 6. Libby Forum, at one o'clock, Friday.
This contest, consisting of two
years' reading of selected and approved books, was won this year
by Karl Dias '37.

College Delegate
May Be Sent To
Model Congress
The Christian Association will be
willing to sponsor a delegate to the
Model Congress of the United States,
which will convene at Milwaukee from
July 2-5. according to Gordon) Williams '38, president of the Association.
The Model Congress meets to see
just how young America would handle such problems as preventing industrial despotism, doing away with
lynching and class prejudice, and providing for homeless and jobless of the
United States.

The local Gamma chapter of the
Delta Phi Alpha, national German
honorary society, elected William Torrey '38 as president, and Jean Leslie
'38 as secretary-treasurer at the last
meeting of the year held at Dr. Leonard's home last Wednesday evening.
Members of Delta Phi Alpha are
chosen especially for their proficiency
in German, and all of them must be
advanced students.
The new officers, who succeed
Thurston Long '37 and Geneva Kirk
'37. will assume their duties in Sep
tember, with their first task being
that of selecting new members to take
the place of those lost through graduation.

B. O. C. Plans For Casco
Bay Trip Are Announced
(Continued from rase On.]

and strolling will be in order for a
couple of hours.
After a brief cruise, the steamer
will head for Portland and at approximately 4:45 the special train will
start back for campus, in time for the
Transportation to and from Mil- evening meal.
The Outing Club has purposely rewaukee will have to be supplied by
the delegate, but the Christian Asso- duced the cost of this excursion to the
ciation will pay for the registration, lowest possible figure, $1.00 for the
and for the room and board, of the whole trip, including lunch on the
island.
Bates representative.
Will Symons '37. and Margaret
Those interested in the Moder Congress have been instructed to see Dr. McKusick '37, who are jointly in
charge of the outing, request that
Zerby as soon as possible.
students desiring to go sign up as
The athletic revenue of the Univer- soon as possible so that the touting
sity of Michigan for the past fifteen Club will be sure to reach the minimum of 125.
years amounts to $7,032,676.43.

All Kinds of Shoe Repairing
COLLEGE STREET

SHOE HOSPITAL
67 College St.

Lewiston, Me.

The College Store
is for
BATES STUDENTS

ICcntlnued

from

plans, to seriously consider the advan1. A well-rounded edUcati
tages this conference offers. Beyond ery Bates undergraduate
the registration fee of $6.00, C. A. for every Bates man
. i
has a loan fund available for those the career that he „r shl W°«J
unable to pay their own expenses, Creative atmosphere f
0r f^l
which will amount to an additional Clean, virtuous political th t
$12.50.
Donald Curtis -39,
'^
Other conferences offered to Bates night at 11:30 to withdraw
students include the New England In- didate for the may0raiu "•
stitute of International Relations held and to combine his foreeg a,-.1**
at Wellesley, June 29-July 9, with Rodgers. Curtis told the ^
seven outstanding lecture courses.
last night he wished to :
The Volunteer Work Camps offer because "I do not wish to sVi!
six different projects presenting work votes against the senior
and discussion of social problems. The whom I recognize umt
College Summer Service Group gives heartily to my loyal SavJ*
practical social experience in New I say here's to "painting
with Kodgers."
York with discussion under leaders.
The Baldwin Group presents to layBlgfctel
men of Lisle, N. Y., an interpretat/on
Webb Wright '38. the s*
of missionaries.
didate to appear tonight, k,
Further particulars can be obtained Spencer for his campaign
from Ruth Robbins, Krye Street His slogans are: Rights aiu
House, to whom all students interest- as seen by Wright—"w3
ed in any of these conferences should right"; "If Wright be wronjgive their names before May 20. For be right?" "Wright savsfv
O-At-Ka candidates the need is em- Wright way'"; "We say J
phasized because a bonus is declared His platform include.--: "cUt j
on registrations before May 24. Five on every diploma; classes {«■
men and five women are to be sent instead of students, AatM
to O At-Ka.
out with questions at finals; 4,
at end of first year go you «
Prof. Wilder Bancroft, of the De- college; a V-8 with a radiof,
partment of Chemistry, Cornell Uni- student who can recite "EwJ
versity, gave an interesting lecture backward; a free operation,
on the novel ideas and new develop- C. M. G. for every student. {
ments in the field of physical chem- theme-song is: "Hinky-dinkj1
istry Saturday evening in the Little vous".
Theatre.
Phantom Facts
Prof. Bancroft is one of the most
The
Phantom
candidate';
outstanding chemists in the country,
tity was disclosed as being j,
and is the founder of the "Journal of
Bartlett '38. at the all-collig
Physical Chemistry."
Monday night. "Foam Bartlen
to carry the B.U.R.P. standarf
JAMES P. MURFHY CO.
his manager, last year's candi)
INC.
C. Hutchinson. Continuing I
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
son reports to the STUDENT;!
Lewiston Monumental Works
a member of the Junior cl
6-10 Bates Street
Lewiston
he is the choice of his party. &
l-leph.-nt 4034 R
life an ardent reformer he SKC
possibilities in building Bates j
mighty institution under die la
of the Bates Union uf StnktMi
Participants.
To quutt BtnlJ
"Elect me and things «illt*d
ent. (Not saying hw.I"
"Etta-Kett" Requested For I
Social InfoiJ
{Continued from Put Out

■5

though there was enoufh variai
the answers to show that u
dances are well liked. !V^-a need for somethiiu • .-■-'•■
swered that they did irtk**1
for some things, but thendecik*'
we should have more fuldas
some other type.
idei
Many excellent
turned in, some of which to1'1 sen
given to the groups interested"
and the others will pi t
soon as possible. Socially, it p
general feeling, we need "a"1
formality, but a better «w''"'
formality."

v
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anything else
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I
BOY HABEBtA^
8 West H»r"er

Aroma is half the
pleasure of smoking

Geo. V. Turgeofl]
Sign of Big Ctfo*

Gesterfield's aroma is DIFFERENT
...tore pleasing...you like it better.
Tat's because of the way we blend and
balace Chesterfield's mild ripe home-grown
tob:cos and aromatic Turkish tobaccos . . .
ancbecause the Chesterfield paper is PURE
*n burns without taste or odor.
Copyngh*9i IGGsrT

&

MYBU TOBACCO CO.

80 Lisbon St.

Chesterfields will
give you MORE PLEASURE

lfy£ift&t

-

»-***

Norris-Hay<H
LAUND*V
Auburn, Me.
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